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04About
EVODEK®

EVODEK® is a globally trusted brand in the innovation of wood plastic composites, striving to make you enjoy the outdoor living space.

EVODEK® is committed to leading the WPC industry with patented extrusion technology, engineering exquisite wood plastic composite 

product and service, and making EVODEK® WPC an essential part of life for all.

EVODEK® is committed to protecting the environment by manufacturing wood plastic composite made from recycled wood and plastic.

Not only a material supplier, EVODEK® designs and produce wood plastic composite, tailoring to the special needs of the client, or 

meeting the harsh environment, with a well-equipped R&D facility and a professional design team.
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Before 1996
Natural Wood
Natural Wood dominates the market.

Cons: splinter, rot, termite, periodical painting.

Traditional WPC
WPC was first introduced, with more water-resistant than 
wood, required significantly less  maintenance, while 
providing the appearance and feel of natural wood.

Cons: poor screw holding & withdrawal  performance.

2009
EVODEK® WPC
Leading to improve Traditional  WPC,  successfully realized 
deep grain surface on traditional WPC boards, and be the 
first to name it as“3D GRAIN”in the market.

2015
EVODEK® WPC
Innovatively launched GRAIN PRIME series boards, which 
mimic natural wood perfect by incorporating with its 
patent art color technology.

2009
American WPC
The WPC makers in America shifted to the capped 
boards successively, with pure plastic coating on the 
traditional WPC boards.

Cons: feel of plastic.

06EVODEK®--
Pioneer of Persisting
in Uncapped WPC Innovation
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08EVODEK® 
is
Different

3D GRAIN + ART COLOR

The unique design of 3D wood 

grain surface makes it look just like 

natural wood.

EVODEK® CORE

This technology enables a deeper 

interface diffusion and mechanical 

interlock of raw materials.

EVODEK® DENSITY

High Density of 1.3g/cm³

A high density serves as proof of our 

commitment to the durability and 

quality of our products.
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3D Grain and Art Color
EVODEK® 3D grain with art coloring technology perfectly mimics timber grain, 

merges the features of traditional composite and capped composite, 

interprets the meaning of 

wood plastic composite decking as the alternative to timber decking.
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Hard Wood

IPE

American WPC

EVODEK® WPC

Edible Oil (0.9g/cm3)

Water (1g/cm3)

Dishwashing Liquid (1.12g/cm3)

Honey (1.36g/cm3)

EVODEK® CORE by innovative dual-screw extrusion technology realizes a deeper interface diffusion and mechanical interlock 

of HDPE and wood flour particles, thereby ensures a higher strength and toughness, thereby guarantees longer life.

EVODEK® CORE EVODEK® DENSITY

EVODEK® DENSITY, with advanced production process, embraces a high density of 1.3g/cm3, 

higher than most hard wood and counterparts in the industry, ensures better resistance to water, mold and termite.

Wood Fiber HDPE



15EVODEK®
Product
Display
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16EVODEK®
vs.
Timber

EVODEK®
DECKING

TIMBER

Water Resistant Corrosion Resistant No Splitting Free of Maintenance Optional Color/Grain Longer Life Recyclable

EVODEK® WPC is higher cost effective than Timber over time,

although you need to pay more to purchase.

VS
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18EVODEK®
WPC
Features

Save Natural Resources

Wood alternative, reuse of recycled 

plastic and waste wood.

Better Performance

No splinter, barefoot friendly, free of 

maintenance, better resistance to mold, 

mildew, termite, water-proof, low material 

consumption, longer life.

Color and Style Variety

Compared with wood, EVODEK® wood 

plastic composite product has more 

choices of colors and styles;

Environmental Friendly

No glue, zero formaldehyde,

100% recycled.

DIY Feature

Compare with other alternatives: 

easy to install and re-install.
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20Customize
Your
Exclusive Deck

...
EVODEK® does not only produce popular decking,
but duplicates any natural grain
to satisfy exclusive demand of your market.

EVODEK®
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EVODEK® is industry leading WPC manufacturer and supply chain manager.

EVODEK® works with Marketing Representatives, Dealers or Exclusive Agent from countries or regions.

EVODEK® is committed to the success of our partners first, and keep improving its support.

22EVODEK®
Partner
Strategy

Agent
3

Refer to stockist or wholesale with mature distribution network, to keep stock and  distribute/wholesale 
to dealers including retailers, builders or procurement bodies.

Marketing Representative
1

Refer to a natural person or an entity, to do 
sales and marketing activities locally for  the 
factory, and make a deal between the client 

and the factory directly.

Dealer
2

Refer to the retailers in timber or building 
material business, or the builders in home  
improvement, landscaping or flooring. To 

keep stock and resell to the end users.



24Support
From
EVODEK®

Brand Marketing

Online marketing. Eg. Google SEO, social media including Facebook, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, etc.
Offline marketing. Eg. Exhibitions, home shows, advertising circula-
tion, etc.
A dedicated website or web shop is to provide upon request.

Design Support

EVODEK® design team is ready to provide marketing material 
design, website/webshop construction, and exhibition & home   
show booth presentation, etc.
EVODEK® designs exclusive outdoor space for your customers.

Sales Assistance

EVODEK® Client Manager is ready to design exclusive marketing strategy for you 
with rich experience in local market.
EVODEK® Product Professional is ready to teach your sales team  everything they 
need to know about product knowledge,  installation and after-sales service, to 
optimize customers consuming experience.
EVODEK® Stock Manager helps to design scientific stocking plan with rich  experi-
ence in stock management.

Customization

EVODEK® designs exclusive product lines tailored to 
your market.
EVODEK® provides customized production to the 
special need of your customers, with our patented 
resources in design, function & performance and 
production facility innovation,etc.
EVODEK® helps you in project bidding.

Trusted Reputation

Buy what you can trust, not what you can afford only.
We focus on R&D and innovation in product design and  production process, and continuing to 
invest in professional  talents and WPC extrusion technology, thanks to which we  have obtained 
dozens of patents;
We care about the personalized needs of customers, and  customize to produce hundreds of 
personalized products  by today with a professional team of design and technician.

We are together with you

Aftersales Service

Being responsive is how we do business. We actively serve  our customers by 
developing new products tailoring to their  special needs, providing a quick and 
satisfying response on  complaints, and troubleshooting any issues that may 
arise  before or after the sale.
We care brand reputation, which is widely recognized by  years of responsibility 
commitment for quality issues, we  strive to build a brand that consumers trust, 
and we are able  to be responsible for product quality;
We emphasize on customer service. We focus on customer  needs, infinitely 
closing to consumer needs, and go all out  to improve customer satisfaction. We 
put customer service  ahead of profit, and in fairness and sincerity;
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Our Mission

Our Value

Engineering exquisite product and service, making EVODEK® an essential part of life for all

Never give up, keep hope alive forever


